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ABSTRACT

Feature models are the “de facto” standard for variability modelling and are used in both academia and industry. The MODEVAR initiative tries to establish a common textual feature modelling language that can be used by different communities and can allow information sharing. Feature model related researches use different models for different purposes such as analysis, sampling, testing, debugging, teaching, etc. Those models are shared in private repositories and there is a risk that all that knowledge is spread across different platforms which hinder collaboration and knowledge reuse. In this paper, we propose a first working version of a new feature model repository that allows to centralise the knowledge generated in the community together with advanced capabilities such as DOI generation, an API, analysis reports, among others. Our solution is a front end interface that uses the popular open science repository Zenodo as an end point to materialise the storage of all the information. Zenodo is enhanced with characteristics that facilitate the management of the models. The idea of our repository is to provide existing but also new features that are not present in other repositories (e.g., SPLIT). We propose to populate our repository with all the existing models of many sources including SPLIT.

1 INTRODUCTION

Feature models are the “de facto” standard for variability modelling and are used in both academia and industry. Feature models were introduced in the FODA (Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis) technical report [20] in 1990, by the Software Engineering Institute. Nowadays, feature model purposes ranges between multiple activities such as analysis [7], sampling [18], testing [19], debugging [15], and teaching [21], among others.

Currently, feature model researchers share their models among their software artefacts to improve results’ replicability and fit open-science standards [4]. However, those models are often shared in private repositories and are commonly spread across different platforms, as for example, GitHub. Despite some feature models repositories exist such as SPLIT [14], ESPLA [13], or LVAT¹, they present several drawbacks. First, there is no common template or software APIs to access the repositories, making difficult to search for, obtain metrics, download, or even automate the analyses of the feature models. For example, SPLIT does not provide a REST API service to consume the knowledge provided. In addition, the creation, uploading and subsequent maintenance of feature models are rigid and with limited interaction. Second, there is limited knowledge sharing. Concretely, since there is no common organisational structure nor standard guidelines for the uploaded feature models, it is difficult to share knowledge in the community. To address this issue, the MODEVAR [1] initiative tries to establish a common textual feature modelling language that can be used by different communities and enables interoperability. However, there is a lack of sharing mechanisms for such feature modelling language. Finally, existing repositories are outdated very soon because of their technical debt [9]. Technology used for the creation of such repositories has been discontinued and has not been adapted to the technological requirements that users demand nowadays, such as a responsive-web design [10], secure http protocol (https), or user load balancing among other modern features. Ultimately, a new repository can be envisioned if the community wants to easily share knowledge in the following years.

To ease off those limitations, we have designed FMRepo, a first prototype of a new repository for feature model exchange and knowledge sharing. FMRepo aims to integrate both the common variability language and feature model analysis capabilities that are in consonance with other MODEVAR initiatives, such as the proposed universal variability language (UVL) [1], and the framework for automated analysis of feature models (AAFM) [6], as well as adhering to open science principles [16]. The main motivation for building up a new repository is to share feature modelling related

¹https://gsd.uwaterloo.ca/feature-models-in-the-wild.html
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artefacts and enable the reproducibility of experiments with feature models. However, there are other factors that promote the creation of such repository:

**Meet open science standards.** There are numerous guidelines within the framework of Open Science: Open Access, Open Data, Open Reproducible Search, Open Science Evaluation, Open Science Policies and Open Science Tools [4], to name a few, are part of the fundamental pillars. Our repository tries to cover all the minimum requirements to be classified in this taxonomy and to collaborate in the community.

**Teaching and education.** Knowledge sharing of feature models allows the significant reduction of various academic studies in relation to this technology. Building the repository within the scope of free and unrestricted access can promote the use of educational and instructional content.

**Knowledge aggregation.** This repository tries to bring together the dispersed knowledge that exists about feature models generated in a knowledge base that serves as support for a more in-depth and extensive study of this technology, saving time and effort.

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of FMRepo to fulfill new demands of researchers and developers. This is a first working version of a new feature model repository that allows to centralise the knowledge generated in the community together with advanced capabilities that do not exist in other repositories such as SPLOT [14] or the ESPLA catalog [13]. The main contributions of FMRepo are:

- **Integration of Open Science technologies.** FMRepo has been built on top of open-science technologies supported by the European Research Council [11]. To grant access to uploaded models in the future for the sake of replicability.
- **As part of the Open Science technologies, FMRepo provides DOI generation for feature models through the Zenodo repository [16].** The generation of DOI can be interesting for the work of research articles. Researchers can upload their models to FMRepo and directly obtain a universal identifier to be able to integrate it into their academic work. This reduces the time and complexity of generating new knowledge using a single tool.
- **An REST API that allows a series of advantages to enable the use of FMRepo as a base system in future projects, providing automatic access to the feature models.**
- **Integration with feature model analysis technologies as a service.** This enables researchers and developers to consume the existing models within the repository and validate their research.
- **Population of FMRepo with real-world and academic feature models from many sources, including existing repositories (e.g., SPLOT).**

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the necessary concepts of the technologies mentioned in this paper; Section 3 lists the characteristics and needs that we cover with the functionalities implemented in the repository; Section 4, make a general summary of the main modules that make up the architecture and the reason for its presence; Section 5, details the main problems of the modules and the solution we have given; and Section 6 where we explain the real reason of creating this repository and why it would be convenient for the community to get involved.

## 2 OPEN SCIENCE

Open Science [16] is a movement promoted by the OECD² countries and promoted by the European Commission. It advocates free access by citizens to the results of scientific research, data, resources, results, thoughts, as well as that the results and discoveries of scientific research are universally accessible and unrestricted. Some of the existing efforts to support open science are the European OpenAIRE³ project and the Invenio⁴ framework to build open-science repositories. Invenio is an open source project by CERN that covers a repository/document management platform (InvenioRDM), an integrated library system (InvenioILS) and a code library to build large-scale information systems (such as InvenioRDM and InvenioILS).

FMRepo promotes the open-science standards through the use of Zenodo. Zenodo⁵ is an Open Science repository that has been developed on top of the Invenio framework which provides persistence to the data uploaded as well as offers a DOI (Digital Object Identifier) to enable easy citation of data. Zenodo also works as a backup of all the data uploaded.

## 3 REPOSITORY CHARACTERISTICS

In previous work [5], we defined 12 characteristics that a feature model repository should have. Those characteristics were defined observing existing repositories and were presented as user stories following the template of of “As a [persona], I [want to], [so that]”. In this section, we detail how FMRepo addresses those characteristics and discuss the limitations of existing repositories like SPLOT.

1. **As a researcher, I want to upload models to the repository, so that my models are available for others.** This is one of the most basic characteristics, however, existing repositories do not provide simple uploading of models and complicate this operation. For instance, while SPLOT requires to upload models within a URL based on non-secure http, ESPLA requires to create an issue or a pull request in GitHub, in order to upload the feature model. FMRepo allows uploading feature models through a simple web form.

2. **As a researcher, I want to syntax check my models before uploading in the repository, so that my models are syntax error free.** FMRepo will provide support for several languages and notations, including principally the universal variability modelling language promoted by the MODEVAR initiative [1].

3. **As a researcher or user, I want to download models from the repository, so that I can replicate experiments or use existing models.** The way models are downloaded could vary from one by only batch downloads. For instance, SPLOT supports downloads one by one, forcing researchers to perform hard-manual task or to build custom scrapping scripts to download the feature models.

---

²https://www.oecd.org/
³https://www.openaire.eu/
⁴https://inveniosoftware.org/
⁵https://zenodo.org/
(4) As a researcher, I want to generate a universal identifier for my models in the repository, so that my models are citable and easily identified. This characteristic is a new contribution of FMRepo which provides DOI generation thanks to Zenodo. The DOI is specific for a feature model so that it can be integrated into the research papers.

(5) As a researcher or user, I want to manage versions of my models, so that I can compare different versions. Existing repositories store different versions of the feature models as independent (new upload) files. While this characteristic could make the repository more complex to maintain, our objective is to provide version control in FMRepo.

(6) As a user, I want to search for models in the repository, so that I can find the models I am interested in. Only ESPLA allows searching its catalog using tags. In fact, the information is stored in a .csv file. In contrast, our FMRepo provides different search types based on tag, metadata (e.g., authors) or even metrics (e.g., size of the feature model).

(7) As a user, I want to display models in the repository, so that I can have a glance at the model in the case I want to use it. Existing repositories like SPLIT displays the model as a tree visualisation along with a very limited number of metrics. The ESPLA catalog does not provide any visualisation of the models. Our proposal, in addition to displaying a feature model through a graphical or textual visualisation, also provides insight on feature model metrics so that users can have a quick characterisation of the model before using.

(8) As a user or researcher, I want to know some indicators about the models in the repository such as ratings or number of downloads, so that I can compare models. FMRepo stores this information as a metadata of the feature model. Other repositories like SPLIT do not provide metadata information such as how many times a model has been downloaded or rated.

(9) As a developer or researcher, I want to have an API that can interact with the repository, so that I can programmatically access repository’s information. The contents of FMRepo can be accessed programmatically in the form of an API. This allows a developer to call a method to download some models with some characteristics for example a given number of features.

(10) As a user, I want to have recommendations according to my profile, so that I can do better model selections. Since FMRepo stores metrics of the models according to downloads or user ratings, a recommendation system based on user profiles and ratings can be developed to better select models using the previous information stored in Zenodo. However, this seems to be a more long term feature to be considered.

(11) As a researcher, I want to create communities, so that I can have a common space to manage my models. The underlying Zenodo system of FMRepo allows managing multiple users which can be grouped around a research group, university or community. However, this characteristic has been discussed also in depth among the authors and no consensus has been already reached.

(12) As a user, I want to see model’s metrics, so that I can have extra information about the models. The integration of feature model analysis technologies as a service within FMRepo allows providing implicit information of feature models such as the number of features, the number of relationships, structural metrics [2], or other analysis operations (e.g., dead features, number of configurations, …) [3].

4 ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

This section presents the architecture of FMRepo as well as the underline technology to provide support for knowledge sharing and feature models exchange. Figure 1 shows an overview of the architecture divided in two main parts: the interface (top of Figure 1) and the three main modules (bottom of Figure 1).

4.1 FMRepo interface

The interface and communication between the different components and the user have been developed using the Laravel framework. Laravel is a PHP framework based on the MVC [12] architecture. It provides various convenience utilities such as a template engine, a dependency manager for PHP to include third-party libraries in your own project and a command interface program that allows you to create predefined software artefacts. This allows the repository to be instantiated on any web server with a minimum of configuration.

Laravel serves as the entry point for the web application and the REST API consumption managing both modules equally but independently so they can be used separately. Also, Laravel allows us to modularize [8] new functionality without needing to refactor code.

FM web application. To interact with repository tools, we provide a web interface making the system more accessible without relying on a command interface. In addition, the frontend allows several technologies to be brought together through a control panel common to all users. Figure 2 illustrates the web interface with a list of models uploaded to the repository, maintaining synchronicity with Zenodo. Feature models are uploaded using a web form as shown in Figure 3.

https://laravel.com/
FM REST API. FMRepo has a RESTful service to provide different operations such as consulting a feature model, updating an associated file, or reporting metrics. The usefulness of this module is to provide access and development to new tools created in the Software Product Line framework. The repository REST API is versioned, which allows to increase its functionality with new features that will be included in the system in the future.

4.2 FMRepo modules
This section presents the three main modules of the architecture: the Open Science module; the Automated Analysis of Feature Models (AAFM) module, and the Database module.

4.2.1 Open Science using Zenodo API. To facilitate the integration of the Zenodo API with the repository, we have designed an API wrapper. The API wrapper is a software artefact that works as an interface to abstract the implementation details of the service, in this case, the Zenodo API. This allows the API to be used as if it was an internal repository service. The Zenodo API can be extended to other APIs to include more Open Science projects.

4.2.2 Automated Analysis of Feature Models (AAFM). Most repositories work only as static storage. We have designed the architecture so that feature models are post-processed thanks to an internal connection with a Docker instance. The AAFM is running on this machine, which receives the user’s feature models and performs various analysis operations or extracts metrics.

Instead of using just one machine, we have decided to replicate the AAFM module on multiple machines. Therefore, a Load Balancer distributes the work in N instances to alleviate the workload. The purpose of this module is not only to work with Docker and AAFM machines running on them, but future feature model processing technologies, such as benchmarking, can be integrated. The Service Point is in charge of providing support for integrating new software that can run in parallel.

4.2.3 Storage and database. The main storage is delegated to the Zenodo system. To avoid over-consuming the API, all feature models are stored locally once Zenodo has returned a positive response to the upload. The architecture supports different types of databases. Laravel has an object-relational mapping capable of switching between different database technologies. We take advantage of this feature to demand different services. For example, the metadata information is stored in a non-SQL database, in our case MongoDB, due to the non-relational nature of this information. However, the different internal transactions, such as the upload of feature models or the results generated from the AAFM are stored in a SQL database.

5 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In this section, we briefly describe the implementation details of the different modules of the FMRepo architecture.

5.1 Zenodo as abstraction layer
The original way of working with Zenodo is through a deposition. A deposition is made up of a series of metadata and attachments. To facilitate the implementation of Zenodo in the use of FMRepo, we have decided place it as an abstraction layer. The important thing about deposition is that they generate a unique and permanent DOI. For practical purposes, all feature models of a user are uploaded to the same Zenodo account to group them for later usage.

FMRepo communicates with Zenodo by using its REST API, which allows the consumption of depositions and their attachments. Some of the end points that we have defined to consume the Zenodo API are:

- GET /api/deposit/depositions. List all depositions for the currently authenticated user.
- GET /api/deposit/depositions/id/files. List all deposition files for a given deposition.
- POST /api/deposit/depositions. Create a new deposition resource.
- POST /api/deposit/depositions/id/actions/publish. Publish a deposition.

However, the Zenodo REST API needs authentication to be used. To simplify user experience, FMRepo has an internal token store that is automatically used to avoid excessive consumption of Zenodo REST API.
5.2 Running FM analysis

Another utility provided by FMRepo is the possibility of analysing feature models uploaded directly from the web application. This completely eliminates the need to install AA FM on the user’s machine. Currently we are relying on the Python framework for automated analysis [6] presented in MODEVAR [1]. The AA FM tool runs in parallel on a machine instantiated by Docker for security reasons [17]. We have decided to rely on a Docker instance to avoid the execution of malicious code. This instance is capable of analyzing feature models from various web clients, allowing FMRepo to be running on several servers and increasing the demand for resources. FMRepo acts as an intermediary between the Docker machine and the uploaded feature models so that end users never have access to the internal servers.

We have also designed a load balancer that allows handling multiple instances of Docker running. Using a priority algorithm, the repository decides which instance has the lowest workload and chooses a candidate throughout the execution cycle.

To execute any analysis over a feature model, most AA FM tools require access to files in a certain manner. To solve this, FMRepo promotes the use of the same hierarchical structure for each upload that are willing to provide AA FM support. This, also gives us the possibility to add metadata or relevant information. Then a packaging process is carried out following this structure:

- The /model directory stores the original file in XML (or similar) format of the feature model.
- The /metadata directory stores the original file in JSON (or similar) format of the feature model metadata.
- The feature.json file (optional) describes the feature model using the visual editor of the graphical interface instead of uploading an XML file.

5.3 FMRepo API

To allow future expansions of the system, we implemented an REST API. FMRepo works as a RESTful service for the main functionalities. API is versioned and the documentation can be consulted.

Another tool provided by FMRepo is the ability to use the technology that runs in the background and encouraging its use if more advanced operations are desired. The repository attempts to promote the community’s use of Open Science and its relevance to research. The architecture of the repository is modular, which will allow to extend the functionality in a simple and collaborative way in the future.

Our vision of the repository is to provide a useful tool for the study of feature models in terms of meta-management, analysis and sharing. We appeal to all researchers and encourage the use of this repository. We believe that community support will favor the development, expansion and support of future characteristics. To avoid an outdated, abandoned and deprecated repository, we urge the community to upload their own feature models that cover all possible scenarios and study their performance as an analysis tool. We believe that this will encourage the use of the repository, becoming a product built on the Open Science guidelines.
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